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We prove many amazing facts about 4-cores, such as, for example,
a4(27n+5)=3_a4(3n), a4(27n+14)=5_a4(3n+1),
a4(81n+23)=4_a4(9n+2), a4(81n+77)=4_a4(9n+8).
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let a4(n) be the number of 4-cores of n, that is, the number of partitions








In an earlier paper [4] we showed that
a4(9n+2)#0 (mod 2),
a4(9n+8)#0 (mod 4).
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and
a4(32*+2n+(23_32*+1&5)8)=((3*+1&1)2)_a4(9n+8).
These relations imply that a4(n) satisfies certain congruences to the moduli
3*, 2_3*&1, 3*+1&1 and 2_(3*+1&1) for *1. Garvan [1] showed
using deeper methods that when t is prime, 5t23 and r divides
(t&1)2, at(n), the number of t-cores of n, satisfies certain congruences
modulo r.
We shall make frequent use of Jacobi’s triple product identity [3] which
states
(&aq; q2) (&a&1q; q2) (q2; q2)=: anqn
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where r(n) is the number of representations of n in the form
n=k2+2l 2+2m2
with k, l, m odd and positive. Ono [6] exploits this result to show that
a4(n) is positive for all n, while using deep methods to prove positivity
results for at(n) for t other than 4.
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Our results can be written in terms of r(n). Thus, we have
3*_r(n) if n#5 (mod 24)
r(9*n)={(2_3*&1)_r(n) if n#13 (mod 24)((3*+1&1)2)_r(n) if n#21 or 69 (mod 72).











(q3; q3) (q4; q4)2


































This may be the appropriate point to thank the referee for hisher careful
reading of our paper and suggested improvements, and especially for the
observation that the generating function for a4(3n+1) may be expressed as
a single product.
2. THE GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR
a4(3n), a4(3n+1), a4(3n+2)
We have a4(3n)#r(24n+5), so we need to consider
24n+5=k2+2l 2+2m2
with k, l, m odd and positive. Modulo 6, this becomes
k2+2l 2+2m2#5 (mod 6).
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This has the solutions
(k, l, m)#(\1, \1, \1), (3, \1, 3) or (3, 3, \1) (mod 6).
Conversely, if (k, l, m)#(\1, \1, \1), (3, \1, 3) or (3, 3, \1) (mod 6)








+ 14 : q
(6k+3)2+2(6l+1)2+2(6m+3)2
+ 14 : q
(6k+3)2+2(6l+3)2+2(6m+1)2.
Here we have used the facts that
:































= 12 : q
2(6m+1)2 : q12u2+24v2+12u+3
= 12 : q
2(6m+1)1 : q3(2u+1)2+24v2
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2; q2) (q2; q6) (q4; q6) (q6; q6)
=
(q2; q2)2 (q
2; q4) (q6; q6) (q6; q12)
(q; q2)3
.






= 12 : q
(6k+3)2+2(6l+1)2+2(6m+1)2























3; q12) (q9; q12) (q10; q12)2
+q
(q3; q6) (q12; q12)3
(q; q6) (q5; q6) (q6; q12)
=
(q3; q3) (q4; q4)2
(q; q6) (q5; q6) (q2; q4)2
.
(See the Appendix for an explanation of this last step.)
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=2(&q; q3) (&q2; q3) (q3; q3) (&q2; q6)













3. THE GENERATING FUNCTIONS FOR a4(9n+2), a4(9n+8)
We have a4(9n+2)=r(72n+21), so we need to consider
72n+21=k2+2l 2+2m2
with k, l, m odd and positive. By considering this modulo 6, it is easy to
show that just one of l and m is congruent to 3 modulo 6. Suppose it is m.
Then
k2+2l 2=72n+21&2m2#3 (mod 72).
Modulo 18, this becomes
k2+2l 2#3 (mod 18).
The only solutions of this are
(k, l )#(\1, \1), (\5, \5) or (\7, \7) (mod 18).
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Conversely, if (k, l )#(\1, \1), (\5, \5) or (\7, \7) (mod 18), then
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(q4; q4) (q6; q6) (q12; q12)
(q; q2)
4. THE GENERATING FUNCTION FOR a4(27n+23)
We have a4(27n+23)=r(216n+189), so we need to consider
216n+189=k2+2l 2+2m2
with k, l, m odd and positive. Modulo 54 this becomes
k2+2l 2+2m2#27 (mod 54).
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This has a number of solutions, which we find by a systematic search by

















+: q(18k+3)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+9)2+ 18 : q
(18k+9)2+2(18l+9)2+2(18m+9)2.






u=k&4l# &1 (mod 9)
q(2u&1)2+2(2v+1)2
=: q2(18m+9)2 : q(18u+3)2+2(18v+3)2
=: q(18k+3)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+9)2.
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The second set of nine terms is
2 : q2(18m+3)2 :
k&4l#2 (mod 9)
q(6k+1)2+2(6l+1)2




=2 : q2(18m+3)2 : q(18u+3)2+2(18v+9)2
=2 : q(18k+3)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+9)2.






















=8(&q; q3) (&q2; q3) (q3; q3) (&q2; q6)
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5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT IN THE CASE *=1






We have a4(27n+5)=r(216n+45), so we need to consider
216n+45=k2+2l 2+2m2
with k, l, m odd and positive. Modulo 54, we have
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+ 12 : q
(18k+9)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+9)2+: q(18k+3)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+3)2.





=: q2(18m+9)2 : q (18u+9)2+2(18v+3)2
=: q(18k+9)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+9)2
and the second set of nine terms is




=2 : q2(18m+3)2 : q(18u+3)2+2(18v+3)2
=2 : q(18k+3)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+3)2.
Taking these together with the final two terms, we have
:
n0
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+ 14 : q
(18k+3)2+2(18l+9)2+2(18m+9)2+ 12 : q
(18k+9)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+3)2.





=: q2(18m+9)2 : q (18u+3)2+2(18v+9)2
=: q(18k+3)2+2(18l+9)2+2(18m+9)2
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and the second set of nine terms is




=2 : q2(18m+3)2 : q(18u+9)2+2(18v+3)2
=2 : q(18k+9)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+3)2.
Taking these together with the last two terms, we find
:
n0
a4(27n+14) q216n+117= 52 : q
(18k+9)2+2(18l+3)2+2(18m+3)2

































If we consider the coefficient of q3n we obtain
a4(81n+23)=4_a4(9n+2),
while if we consider the coefficient of q3n+2 we obtain
a4(81n+77)=4_a4(9n+8).
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6. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT FOR *>1
We have shown that
3*_r(n) if n#5 (mod 24)
r(9*n)={(2_3*&1)_r(n) if n#13 (mod 24)((3*+1&1)2)_r(n ) if n#21 or 69 (mod 72).
for *=1, and it is trivially true for *=0.















It follows that for all n,
r(81n)&4_r(9n)+3_r(n)=0,
for if n5 (mod 8) then 81n#9n#n5 (mod 8) so r(81n)=r(9n)=
r(n)=0 and the result is trivially true.
It follows that for every *2,
r(9*n)&4_r(9*&1n)+3_r(9*&2n)=0.
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and our result is proved.
APPENDIX
Richard Lewis [5] proves the following result:
If |w|<1, a1 , a2 , ..., an , b1 , b2 , ..., bn are non-zero, a1 a2 . . .an=b1 b2 . . .bn





[b1a&1r ; w] [b2 a
&1
r ; w] } } } [bna
&1
r ; w]
[a1a&1r ; w] [a2a
&1




where V means that the factor [ara&1r ; w] is omitted, and where
[z; w]=(z; w) (z&1w; w) .
In the case n=3, w=q12, a1=1, a2=q3, a3=q10, b1=q, b2=q6, b3=q6,
this becomes, after a little manipulation
(q; q12) (q11; q12) (q6; q12)4
(q2; q12) (q3; q12) (q9; q12) (q10; q12)
+q
(q2; q12) (q3; q12) (q9; q12) (q10; q12)
(q5; q12) (q7; q12)
=
(q3; q12) (q4; q12)2 (q
8; q12)2 (q
9; q12)
(q2; q12) (q5; q12) (q7; q12) (q10; q12)
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If we now multiply throughout by
(q12; q12)3[(q; q









3; q12) (q9; q12) (q10; q12) 2
+q
(q3; q12) (q9; q12) (q12; q12)3
(q; q12) (q5; q12) (q6; q12) (q7; q12) (q11; q12)
=
(q3; q12) (q4; q12)2 (q
8; q12)2 (q
9; q12) (q12; q12)3
(q; q12) (q2; q12)2 (q
5; q12) (q6; q12) (q7; q12) (q10; q12)2 (q
11; q12)
=
(q3; q3) (q4; q4)2
(q; q6) (q5; q6) (q2; q4)2
as claimed in Section 2.
Note added in proof. On the basis of numerical evidence, we conjecture that for each odd
prime p, each *1, each + # [0, 1, ..., p&1] and all n0,







if 8++5 is a q.r. modulo p





_a4( p2n+(5p&5)8++p) for +{(5p&5)8,







if 8++5 is a q.n.r. modulo p





_a4( p2n+(7p&5)8++p) for +{(5p&7)8,
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if 8++5 is a q.r. modulo p





_a4( p2n+(p&5)8++p) for +{(5p&1)8,







if 8++5 is a q.n.r. modulo p






_a4( p2n+(3p&5)8++p) for +{(5p&3)8,
In terms of r(n), these relations are
if p#1 (mod 8),
r( p2*n)={
p*_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.r. modulo p
( p+1) p*&2
p&1
_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.n.r. modulo p
p*+1&1
p&1
_r(n) for n#5p (mod 8p), n5p2 (mod 8p2),
if p#3 (mod 8),
r( p2*n)={
p*_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.n.r. modulo p
( p+1) p*&2
p&1
_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.r. modulo p
p*+1&1
p&1
_r(n) for n#7p (mod 8p), n5p2 (mod 8p2),
if p#5 (mod 8),
r( p2*n)={
p*_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.r. modulo p
( p+1) p*&2
p&1
_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.n.r. modulo p
p*+1&1
p&1
_r(n) for n#p (mod 8p), n5p2 (mod 8p2),
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while if p#7 (mod 8),
r( p2*n)={
p*_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.n.r. modulo p
( p+1) p*&2
p&1
_r(n) for n#8++5 (mod 8p) if 8++5 is a q.r. modulo p
p*+1&1
p&1
_r(n) for n#3p (mod 8p), n5p2 (mod 8p2),
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